
Electronic musical keyboards & accessories.
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MIDI keyboard with 61 full-size keys
features touch response
MD -1160. Five octaves of a piano with the sound of a symphony. 16 -note polyphonic
sound, 100 tones, 100 rhythms and 100 demo songs. MIDI-compatible-hook it up to
computer or other MIDI -compatible instruments. Transpose/tuning control, sustain
pedal jack, pitch bender operated by wheel. 14" headphone jack. Dual 4'h" stereo
speakers. Requires 6 "D" batteries or AC adapter #273-1770/M, DC #273-1815/M.
42-4044 199.99

LCD display

MMI
MIDI with 61 full-size keys
and LCD display
MD -981. Features 100 preset rhythms, 100 sounds
and 100 demos. Recreate everything from a piano to
horns and special effects. 12 -note polyphonic sound
and poly/texture key let you create almost any type
of music. One glance at the display shows you all
functions that are active. Jacks for headphone, MIDI
in/out and sustain. Requires 6 "AA" batteries or
adapter: AC #273-1770/M, DC #273-1815/M
42-4042 129.99

RSSP

49 -key MIDI keyboard is ideal
for travel or beginners
MD -500. 50 demo songs, 50 tones, 30 rhythms and
tempo control. 8 -note polyphonic sound. LCD music
information display. 5 percussion pads. Transpose
control, sustain key. Dual speakers. Headphone jack,
MIDI out. Mid -size keys. Requires 6 "C" batteries or
adapter: AC #273-1767/M, DC #273-1810/M
42-4034 69.99
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Keyboard not
included

Backlit LCD display
Illuminated window displays
selections of tone, rhythm, song,
volume, melody off end tempo,
while on -screen staff displays

the notes/chords played.
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ielf-adjusting
memory lock

Professional -style metal
keyboard stand
Just like the pros use! Folding adjustable keyboard stand
features memory lock that remembers the height you set
it to-then each time you unfold it, it self -adjusts to the
same height. Offset legs give more leg and pedal room.
Cam -style adjusting end caps let you stabilize on uneven
surfaces. Double -braced for extra stability.
42-4051 39.99

NEW Keyboard Getting Started Kit
Four books teach the basics of electronic music keyboards.
Explores the basics of using different sounds, different
rhythms, and using and creating chords. Includes a new
songbook (songs and artists) with today's top hits.
42-4054 9 99

MIDI: "Musical Instrument D Interface"-
language by which keyboards, other MIDI
instruments, and computers can communicate.
Your keyboard can interface with your PC for
music instruction, writing, recording or playing.

Polyphonic: Number of notes that can be
played simultaneously.

Touch Response: The harder you strike a key,
the louder and brighter the sound. The sound
is sensitive to touch, like a piano, for more
expressive playing.

Pitch Blender Wheel: Lets you bend notes by
altering their pitch, creating realistic effects for
tones such as reed instruments or guitar tones.

Free Session: Automatic moving chord
progressions so you have both hands free
for soloing.

Mixer: A function that provides 16 -channel
control over volume, tone, panning, effects,
tuning, and expression. Offers the versatility of a
stand-alone mixer built right into the keyboard.
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Swipe for keyboard accessories

Keyboard accessories

Sustain pedal. Depress
pedal to sustain notes or
chords. Fits RadioShack,
Optimus, Concertmate,
Casio and newer Yamaha
keyboards. 42-4053, 9.99

5 -pin MIDI coupler.
Nickel -plated coupler
connects two 5 -pin MIDI
plugs. 274-530 .... 3.99

3 -ft. MIDI audio cable
set. Package of three
cables. Color -coded for
easy identification. One
each of red, blue and
yellow. 42-2149 .... 9.99

Shielded cable. 6 -ft.
5 -pin DIN plug at each
end. For connecting MIDI
European audio equip-
ment. 42-2151 4 99

12 -ft. high-speed MIDI
cable for error -free
performance. Improved
electronic instrument
timing delivers fewer data
errors for tighter music.
970-1322 29.99

RED NUMBERS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


